PREPARING IMAGES FOR ASSIGNMENT SUBMISSION
When asked to submit images as part of your assignments, you will need to make your file
sizes smaller so they can be uploaded quickly and easily with your assignments. Ideally, files
should be no larger than 1mb in size.

Images can be resized quickly and easily in your image management software. Detailed
instructions for the most common software programs are included below. Scroll down untul
you find the program you are using and follow the instructions for that program.

PHOTOSHOP 2020
•

Open PHOTOSHOP

•

Open the .JPG image

•

Select IMAGE from the top menu bar.

•

Click on IMAGE SIZE
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A dialog box will appear as below displaying the current dimensions of your image.

The dialog box is where you enter your requirements.
•

Click on the down arrow next to Dimensions. Set this to pixels.
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•

Make sure the lock (circled in red below) is locked. This will constrain the proportions.
In other words, this will keep the image the same shape as the original and the image
will not be distorted.

•

Enter 1000 in the box for the new size of the long side of your image. For a landscape
shaped image (as pictured below), this will be the Width. If your image is a portrait
shape, this will be the Height.

•

DO NOT CHANGE THE AMOUNT IN THE RESOLUTION BOX.

•

Leave the tick on the resample box.

•

Click OK button when you are done.

Your image is now smaller and will appear smaller on your screen.

The next step is to save the image in the new size. To do this, we are going to use the SAVE
AS command and give the file a new name.
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•

Click on FILE from the top menu

•

Select SAVE AS

•

Navigate to where you want to save your image.

•

Give it a new name.

•

Save as type: JPEG

•

Click on SAVE and you are done.
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LIGHTROOM CLASSIC 2020
To save an image as a .jpg file from Lightroom Classic, we have to EXPORT the image.
•

Open LIGHTROOM CLASSIC

•

Go to LIBRARY mode and select GRID VIEW

Click on the image or images you want to export. The first image you select will be white.
Subsequent images will be a light grey surround.

TIP: If you want to select images at random, click on the first one, then hold your Ctrl key down
while you click on the other images you want to export. If you want to select consecutive
images, click on the first image, then hold your shift key down and select the last image in the
group.

You can do this either in the grid, or use the film strip at the bottom of your screen.
•

Click on the EXPORT button toward the bottom on the left hand side panel.
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Your EXPORT dialog box will open. Here is where you tell Lightroom exactly what you want
it to do with the files it is exporting.

In the top left hand corner of this dialog box, it tells you how may files you are about to export.
Check this first.

EXPORT TO: Select from EMAIL, HARD DRIVE or CD/DVD. This is where you want your
images to go to. To export the images to your computer, select HARD DRIVE.
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EXPORT LOCATION: This is where you want to save your images.

Choose export to a specific folder, or the same folder the original image is in, but in a subfolder. In the demonstration above, we are putting the images in th =e same folder as the
original, and in a subfolder called “Resized for Assignment”. Tick other options as required.
Select from the available options for what you want Lightroom to do if it discovers existing
files with the same name in that location.

FILE NAMING: Your images generally have a numeric filename given to them by your
camera. As the camera has no idea whether you were at the zoo, the beach, a family picnic
or backpacking through Europe, it uses numeric values for file names. When you export
your images, you might want to give the images a name that is a little more meaningful. I
like to use the Custom Name – Sequence option. This renames the images as it saves
them, using the custom text you enter here and a sequence number. The sequence number
is important if you are exporting more than one image at a time because your files cannot all
have the same name. There are other options you can choose here if you prefer.
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FILE SETTINGS:
•

Select the image format to: JPEG

•

Although not the preferred option, one way of resizing your images is to set the
maximum file size here. If you are exporting an image for your assignment, limit the
file size to 1000 k (1mb). This will resample the images and keep the file size below
1mb.

IMAGE SIZING:
•

Tick RESIZE TO FIT

•

Select LONG EDGE

•

Enter 1000 in the pixel box

•

Make sure it is set to PIXELS

Once you have made your selections, you are ready to export the images.
•

Click on the EXPORT button and watch it happen.

NOTE: If your EXPORT button is greyed out, something is wrong. Look to the left of the
button and there should be an error message like below:

Go back and fix the problem, then you should be able to click on EXPORT.
You should see some activity on screen as your files are exported. This can take a few
minutes depending on how many images you are exporting at the time.
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PHOTOSHOP EXPRESS
NOTE: Photoshop express is not the recommended software for your course. It is a free App
that works with .jpg files only and has limited capabilities.
•

Open Photoshop Express

•

Click on Pictures Library and navigate to find your image.

•

Highlight your image, then click on OPEN
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Your image will open in Photoshop Express.
•

Click on the SETTINGS icon in the bottom left hand corner

•

Set your file size to 1366 Pixels and your JPEG quality to VERY HIGH.

These settings will take effect when you save the image.
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•

Use the BACK ARROW (top left corner) to return to your image

•

Click SAVE/SHARE button (top right corner), then select SAVE to save your image

•

Photoshop express will now save your image using the image size preferences you
have set. To avoid changing your original file, Photoshop Express has automatically
changed the filename for you by adding -Edited to the end as below:

You can change the file name or location to as required.
Note: You have set your preferences for saving files, so this will apply to all files saved in
Photoshop Express. If you do not want all of your files saved smaller, click on SETTINGS and
change the file size specifications back to best size and quality.
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PAINT SHOP PRO 2019
Follow these step by step instructions to resample your images if you are using Paint Shop
Pro. This is done in version 2019. If you are using an earlier version, the process is similar.

To get started, open your image in Paint Shop Pro.
•
•

Select IMAGE from the top menu
Click on RESIZE
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A dialog box will appear on your screen as follows:

Notice the height and width settings (by pixels). That is the current size of your image in pixels.

•

Enter 1000 in the new measurement box adjacent to the largest original figure.
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In the case above, this is the width setting. If the lock is closed, the system will automatically
change the setting in the other box for you, maintaining the same ratio. If the lock is open,
click on it to close it.
•

Click on OK when you are done.

Your image will now appear smaller on your screen. Note: This is not the actual size of the
image. It is displayed at the same zoom % as the original image before you resized it. We
can look at that soon. Let us save it first.

You do not want to lose your original image, so we are going to use the SAVE AS comment
to save it as a new file.
•
•

Click on FILE on your top menu
Select SAVE AS
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A dialog box will appear as follows:

FILE NAME: Give your file a new name. In the above example, I have added
SMALLER to the image title.
SAVE AS TYPE: Leave this a JPG JPEG
COMPRESSION: Move the slider as far to the left as possible to get the best quality
available
FILE SIZE: The file size will automatically change as you move the compression
slider. If you have done this correctly, the image size should be less than 1000 kB
(1Mb).

Click on SAVE to save the file when done.

Your image is now ready to upload with your assignment.
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